“New” 1500 HP Rig with Walking/Leveling System

The Rig Substructure transports in three (3) compact loads including the drillers-side box, off-drillers side box, center steel section, diagonal braces, independent rotary drive, doghouse supports, flooring and handrails. There is absolutely NO REMOVABLE FLOORING on the DSII Rig providing the fastest rig up with the least amount of handling.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:  
Ask a question about this product

Description

Features:
• DC Electric
• National 840 Draw works 1500 HP
• DSII 142’ x 13’ x 750,000 lb. Mast
• DSII 25’ x 13’ x 750,000 lb. Substructure
• Integrated Can rig 8050AC Top Drive
• 4 Caterpillar 3512-C Generators
• IDS SCR House
• 3 Gardner Denver PZ-11 Mud Pumps
• 1500 BBL Round Bottom Mud System
• DSII Trip tank/ Choke Manifold/ Mud-Gas Separator Combo Unit
• DSII Integrated Walking/Leveling System
• Blohm & Voss Iron Roughneck
• Accu-Lift 10K Automated Catwalk
The Rig Substructure transports in three (3) compact loads including the drillers-side box, off-drillers side box, center steel section, diagonal braces, independent rotary drive, doghouse supports, flooring and handrails. There is absolutely NO REMOVABLE FLOORING on the DSII Rig providing the fastest rig up with the least amount of handling.